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In the middle of Australia, deep in the bush, 
lived a kangaroo called Kevin.

Kevin had lots of friends to play with everyday, but 
he was still a sad little ‘roo. He was sad because 
whenever his friends went off to play Kevin couldn’t 
keep-up with them. 
You see, Kevin couldn’t hop!
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Kevin’s best friends were Joey, Wally and Splat. 
They were all much bigger than Kevin and they 
could hop very high and very, very fast, which 
is called bounding. Kevin couldn’t bound and 
that made him feel left out.
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Joey, Wally and Splat didn’t mind that Kevin 
couldn’t keep-up. They would bound off to play 
shouting, “Kevin, we’ll meet you at the billabong!”

The trouble was Kevin always thought they were 
saying, “Beat you ‘cause you take too long!”; and 
it made him feel very sad and lonely.
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Kevin had never told anyone how sad he felt, but 
one day he was so upset he needed someone to 
talk to. So Kevin decided to tell the one person he 
knew would listen, and that was Colin the 
kookaburra. 

Colin lived in a tree near the billabong and spent his 
days just sitting on a branch smiling at everyone as 
they passed by beneath him.
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“Hello Colin”, said Kevin.
“Ha, ha, ha, it’s Kevin”, shouted Colin. 

“Ha,ha,ha!”

Kevin didn’t mind Colin laughing at him because 
Colin laughed at everyone, and that made Kevin 
feel normal in a funny sort of way.
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“Ha,ha,ha! Bet you wish you could 
fly like me Kevin”, cried Colin. 
“Everybody does”, said Kevin; “but 
kangaroos can’t fly!”

“Ha,ha,ha! Oh yes they can”, said Colin. 
“I see one fly over here everyday, and twice on 
Saturdays, er, or is it Sundays? 
I can’t remember, but it does!”


